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ABSTRACT
An off-design steady state model of a generic turboshaft
engine has been implemented to assess the influence of variable
free power turbine (FPT) rotational speed on overall engine
performance, with particular emphasis on helicopter
applications. To this purpose, three off-design flight conditions
were simulated and engine performance obtained with different
FTP rotational speeds were compared. In this way, the impact
on engine performance of a particular speed requested from the
main helicopter rotor could be evaluated. Furthermore, an
optimization routine was developed to find the optimal FPT
speed which minimizes the engine specific fuel consumption
(SFC) for each off-design steady state condition. The usual
running line obtained with constant design FPT speed is
compared with the optimized one. The results of the simulations
are presented and discussed in detail. As a final simulation, the
main rotor speed Ω required to minimize the engine fuel mass
flow was estimated taking into account the different
requirements of the main rotor and the turboshaft engine.

engine efficiency at part load (typical variations in speed do not
exceed 15% [1]), as well as because variable speed drives trains
of resonant frequencies into the airframe [2]. However, recent
studies [3], [4] and real implementations bringing up
composites into the airframe structure make it possible to
successfully accommodate varying speed rotors without hitting
resonant frequencies and with even better engine performance
[3]. A recent example is the variable speed Pratt & Whitney
Canada PW207D turboshaft [5], a single-stage shrouded power
turbine which powers Boeing’s A160 Hummingbird and Bell
Helicopter’s Eagle Eye UAV.
State of the art research on variable speed helicopter rotors
can be split in two branches:
1.

INTRODUCTION
Turboshaft engines are the usual choice to power helicopter
lifting and propulsion systems. Optimizing turboshaft engine
efficiency is therefore useful to improve overall helicopter
performance and also to reduce specific fuel consumption. In a
usual turboshaft engine for helicopter applications, the free
power turbine (FPT) rotational speed is normally governed
using a Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) fuel
control system which, by adjusting the amount of fuel injected,
ensures that the rotor speed is as constant as possible for each
type of flight maneuver. The main reason for choosing a
constant rotational speed is linked to the supposed decrease in

2.

1

Variable speed main rotor with constant rotational
speed of the FPT. Since at least two separate engines are
used in this case, all the research effort is focused on the
type of mechanical transmission between the engines and
the rotor. The turboshaft engine FPT is maintained at a
constant rotational speed and the changes in the main
rotor rpm and the engine rpm are independent. Litt et al.
[1] proposed a sequential shifting control for a twinengine rotorcraft that coordinates the disengagement and
engagement of the two turboshaft engines in such a way
that the rotor speed may vary over a wide range, but the
engines remain within their prescribed speed bands. An
analysis regarding the various technical solutions
employed to achieve a variable speed transmission can
be found in Hameer [6].
Variable rotational speed of the FPT. As the rotational
speed of the FPT (Nfpt) is no longer constant, the offdesign operational behavior of the engine(s) is studied.
As a consequence, particular attention must be paid to
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study the interaction between the main rotor and the
engine: as the main rotor rpm is strictly dependent on the
engine angular speed, a trade-off among the requirements
of the two systems has to be determined. Shidong et al.
studied the set-up of models that simulate such
interaction in a simplified manner [7]. The loss of
turboshaft engine efficiency in conditions far from the
engine design point is in fact the most important issue
when a variable FPT is considered; however, such issue
can be somewhat mitigated by improvements in the
design of the FPT, as explained by D’Angelo [8]. Some
papers regarding main rotor speed optimization were
published in the latest years. DiOttavio and Friedmann
[9] analyzed qualitatively the benefits of an optimum
speed rotor system and reported some data related to the
A160 Hummingbird unmanned rotorcraft case. Steiner
[10] carried out a simulation based on the UH-60
helicopter, in which he examined the possibility of main
rotor power reductions through variation of engine rpm.
The result was a reduction in the estimated engine power
demand of 17% for the airspeed range of 25-60 m/s and
12% for hover (at sea level conditions and for a
helicopter gross weight of 8300 kg). In both these
studies, there is no discussion about turboshaft engine
performance modifications due to FPT speed change.
Instead, this aspect was addressed by Garavello and
Benini [3], who studied the impact on overall engine
performance of choosing an optimal main rotor speed for
the UH-60 helicopter; however, in this work there is little
investigation about the reasons for the changes in engine
efficiency.
Both of the approaches presented above are valid and
technically viable.
The main advantage of the first approach is the possibility
to achieve optimal main rotor rpm while maintaining optimal
turboshaft engine efficiency; on the other hand, the main
drawbacks are the additional weight and the loss in the
efficiency of the mechanical transmission, as well as potential
problems connected with its reliability.
The second approach does not involve any new mechanical
device, but requires an improvement of existing components. In
fact, once a wide speed range FPT is correctly designed, the
problem of turboshaft efficiency dependence on the main rotor
rpm is almost solved. Therefore, in the preliminary design of a
new helicopter, the main decisional factor in choosing one of
the two approaches might simply be given by research costs.
However, for helicopters currently in use, the second approach
can represent a reasonable way of reducing fuel consumption
without introducing new or additional mechanical parts. The
worthiness of this reduction will be clearly different for every
single different helicopter case and can be achieved by
modification of the control system software.

Figure 1. Cross section of a GE T700 turboshaft engine [18].
The present work falls in the second category of research
and presents a case study of the GE T700 turboshaft engine (see
fig. 1) mounted on a UH-60 helicopter. Our first goal is to carry
out a more thorough analysis of how the efficiency of the
turboshaft engine behaves when subject to an optimized main
rotor speed. To this purpose, a deeper insight on each engine
component performance variation will be given, along with an
assessment of the engine operating points on its component map
characteristics.
On the other hand, the inverse problem is also interesting to
be ascertained. To the authors’ best knowledge there is no
contribution in the open literature regarding which is the
optimal FPT speed for the turboshaft engine itself, i.e. the one
which maximizes the overall efficiency of the engine, thus
minimizing the specific fuel consumption. Actually, it seems
fairly intuitive that the design speed will not be the optimal
solution for each operating point of the engine. Therefore, the
second goal of this paper is to optimize the FPT speed for every
steady state engine operating point independently from any
main rotor analysis, which means also to find the optimal
running line for a particular engine.
In reality, because of the strict dependence between FTP
and main rotor rpm, only a correct compromise between
turboshaft engine optimization and main rotor speed
optimization will lead to overall helicopter performance
improvement. It will be clear that these two optimization
approaches, although different, will not generally fight one
against the other. The demonstration of this fact will be the
ultimate goal of this paper: once merged together the main rotor
and turboshaft engine models, an overall helicopter
optimization routine is implemented to find the optimal main
rotor speed which minimizes fuel mass flow.
For the aims of this work it was chosen to build an accurate
turboshaft model able to adequately simulate the influence of
the effects of variable FPT speed on overall engine performance
in both design and off-design conditions. When a particular
rotational regime is imposed to the FPT (given by the main
helicopter rotor), the updated engine performance can be
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estimated and, in particular, the actual specific fuel
consumption (SFC) can be calculated so that the benefits related
to the variable speed concept can be assessed from the engine
standpoint.
The problem enunciated above will be addressed using a
steady-state approach, therefore neglecting the transient
behavior that may occur if rapid changes in the engine
rotational speed could happen. This hypothesis seems consistent
with helicopter operation, in which no dramatic time changes in
the engine behavior are foreseen, even within challenging
missions, where a correct helicopter trim is preferably obtained
using both collective and cyclic commands.

NOMENCLATURE
Ab
blades’ area
c
main rotor blade chord
cp
specific heat at constant pressure
CD0
mean blade section drag coefficient
fuel-air ratio
f
F
main rotor thrust
h
total enthalpy
his
isentropic total enthalpy
hreal
non-isentropic total enthalpy
Hu
fuel heating value
k
isentropic coefficient
m
air mass flow
mcorr
corrected mass flow
mcorrcar corrected mass flow (from characteristics)
mc
fuel mass flow
Mach number
Ma
Ndes
design rotational speed
Nfpt
rotational speed of free power turbine
Ncorr
corrected rotational speed
pressure (total, if not specified)
p
pref
reference total pressure
pamb
static ambient pressure
Pcomp
compressor power
Pggt
power delivered by gas generator turbine
Pfpt
power delivered by free power turbine
Pload
power requested by external load
Pi
main rotor induced power
P0
main rotor profile power
Pp
fuselage parasite power
Pmr
main rotor power
Ptr
tail rotor power
Ptot
total helicopter power
q
heat flux
Q
heat per unit mass
rd
inlet recovery factor
rc
compressor pressure ratio
rb
combustor total pressure loss factor
rggt
pressure ratio of the gas generator turbine
rfpt
pressure ratio of the free power turbine
Rgas
gas constant

[m2]
[m]
[J/(kgK)]

[N]
[J/kg]
[J/kg]
[J/kg]
[J/kg]
[kg/s]
[kg/s]
[kg/s]
[kg/s]
[rpm]
[rpm]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[Pa]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W]
[W/kg]

[J/(kgK)]

R
s
T
Tref
Tamb
SFC
v
vi
V
ηcomp
ηcomb
ηggt
ηfpt
ηm
ηeng
ηgear
κ1
κ2
κgear
ρ
ρamb
φ
Ω

main rotor radius
[m]
specific entropy
[J/(kgK)]
temperature (total, if not specified)
[K]
reference total temperature
[K]
ambient static temperature
[K]
specific fuel consumption
[kg/J]
flow velocity
[m/s]
induced flow velocity
[m/s]
helicopter speed
[m/s]
compressor isentropic efficiency
combustion efficiency
GGT isentropic efficiency
FPT isentropic efficiency
mechanical efficiency
overall engine efficiency
gear transmission efficiency
empirical factor for main rotor induced power
empirical factor for main rotor profile power
transmission speed ratio
density (total, if not otherwise specified)
[kg/m3]
static ambient density
[kg/m3]
flat plate area ratio
main rotor angular velocity
[rad/s]

THERMODYNAMIC MODEL
To simulate the engine performance variations to Nfpt
changes, TSHAFT, an in-house zero-dimensional performance
prediction software, was implemented and utilized. The code,
written in MatLab language and developed in Simulink ambient
to allow for modularity, has been validated through several
comparisons with engine performance data given by
commercially available software [11].
The turboshaft engine is modeled by connecting the
following components (see fig. 2):
• inlet
• compressor
• combustor
• gas generator turbine (GGT)
• free power turbine (FPT)
• nozzle
• external load.
The general physical assumptions for the engine model are
the following:
1. Steady state operation;
2. Zero-dimensional model: within each component there
are only input and output values of state variables
which do not vary continuously in space;
3. Working fluid consisting of a mixture of ideal gases
with variable specific heats;
4. Adiabatic components: each component has no heat
exchange with the ambient;
5. The irreversibilities are included in calculations
through the use of different types of efficiency.

3
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Figure 2. Model of a simple turboshaft engine built with TSHAFT.
Fluid composition and specific heats
The fluid used in the simulations is dry air with the
following mass fraction composition: N2 = 0.7553; O2 =
0.2314; Ar = 0.0128; CO2 = 0.0005.
The ambient conditions are determined by altitude
selection; an ISA standard model is implemented to relate
altitude to the values of static pressure and temperature.
To account for specific heat variation with temperature, the
Shomate equation is used:

c p = A + BT + CT + DT + ET
2

3

−2

T

s (T , p) = s0 + ∫ c p
T0

dT
p
− R ln
T
p0

(3)

in each component of our model, the value of these state
variables can be computed as follows:
T2
T3
T4 E
h = At + B
+C
+D
− +F
(4)
2
3
4 T
T2
T3
E
p
(5)
s = A ln(T ) + BT + C
+ D − 2 + G − Rgas ln
2
3 2T
p0
Thermodynamic Model for Design Point calculations
Prior to off-design performance calculations it is necessary
to define a design point model of the engine which virtually
fixes the geometry of the turboshaft engine. The data output by
this model will be used as initial guess for the subsequent offdesign simulations, and will also be employed to scale
component maps. Here below the thermodynamic relationships
used in the model are given for each component.
Inlet
p2 = rd p1
T2 = T1

∆h3is 2 = h(T3is ) − h(T2 )

(10)

∆h32 =

∆his

(11)

ηcomp

h(T3 ) − h(T2 ) − ∆h32 = 0
Pcomp = m∆h32

(12)
(13)

Combustor
p4 = rb p3
q = mfH u

f =

(2)

T0

T

(8)
(9)

(1)

where the coefficient values for each species composing the
fluid are provided by NIST tables [12]. Since enthalpy and
entropy are:

h(T ) = h0 + ∫ c p dT

Compressor
p3 = rc p2
s(T3is , p3 ) − s(T2 , p2 ) = 0

(6)
(7)

(14)
(15)

m
mc

(16)

Q = fH u = ∆h43

(17)

C x H y + nO2 O2 → nCO2 CO2 + nH 2O H 2O

(18)

Gas Generator Turbine
P
Pggt = comp

(19)

ηm

∆h54 =

− Pggt
m(1 + f )

∆h5is 4 =

∆h54

η ggt

(20)
(21)

h(T5 ) − h(T4 ) − ∆h54 = 0

(22)

h(T5is ) − h(T4 ) − ∆h5is 4 = 0

(23)

s (T5is , p5 ) − s (T4 , p4 ) = 0

(24)

Free Power Turbine
P
Pfpt = load

(25)

ηm

∆h65 =

4

− Pfpt
m(1 + f )

(26)
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∆h6 is 5 =

∆h65

η fpt

(27)

h(T6 ) − h(T5 ) − ∆h65 = 0
h(T6is ) − h(T4 ) − ∆h6 is 5 = 0

(28)

s (T6is , p6 ) − s(T5 , p5 ) = 0

(30)

Nozzle
T7 = T6

s(T7 stat −is , pamb ) − s (T6 , p6 ) = 0
∆h7 stat −is 6 = h(T7 stat −is ) − h(T6 )
∆h7 stat 6 = ∆h7 stat −is 6ηu
h(T7 stat ) − h(T6 ) − ∆h7 stat 6 = 0
v7 = 2(−∆h7 stat 6 )
A7 =

m(1 + f )
ρ7 v7

(29)

(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

(37)

Overall engine performance parameters
mH
ηeng = c u
Pfpt

(38)

SFC = mc / Pfpt

(39)

Off-Design Steady State performance calculations
In a turboshaft engine, various causes determine
performance deviation from design conditions [13], such as: (i)
variation of ambient conditions; (ii) variation of fluid
composition (humidity); (iii) variation of flight Mach number;
(iv) variation of mechanical power requested from external load
(in our case the main rotor power); (v) variation of the
rotational speed of the FPT. In TSHAFT, a single simulation
can be performed including all the effects of these variations.
Aspect (v) is the most interesting for the present study, because
it makes it possible to predict a performance change as a
function of Nfpt. To account for these variations, an off-design
steady state model is implemented which will be briefly
exposed here below.
Off-design performance is calculated employing different
generalized characteristic maps for the various engine
components. An example of compressor and turbine
characteristics can be found in figs. 6-7. Here below is the
formal definition of such variables:
Pressure ratio
p
r = out (compressor)
pin

r=

pin
(turbine)
pout

Corrected mass flow
m T / Tref
mcorr =
p / pref

(40)

(41)

where pref = 101325 Pa and Tref = 288.15 K.

Corrected Speed relative to Design Point (or simply
Corrected Speed)
N des
N
N
=
(42)
N corr =
/
Tdes / T
N des
T / Tref
Tdes / Tref
Total-total Isentropic efficiency (total-static for nozzle)
∆his
∆his
(compressor) η =
(turbine)
(43)
η=
∆hreal
∆hreal

Figure 3. Matrix method used by the Off Design solver for
the turboshaft engine of fig. 1.

A matrix method is used to solve for the non-linear
equations resulting from formalization of the matching problem
(see also Walsh and Fletcher [14]). In the matching problem, the
values of corrected mass flow and power predicted by the
thermodynamic model are compared with those obtained
through characteristic map interpolation using an iterative
Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm [15] (as shown in
fig. 3). This is the way in which the laws of continuity and
energy conservation are implemented for steady state operation.
In fact, the following constraints have to be contemporarily
satisfied [16]:
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mcorr = mcorrcar (for every component)
Pggt = Pcomp

(44)
(45)

Pfpt = Pload

(46)

Once all the relationships between state variables and
performance parameters are defined, a system of the type f(x) =
0 is solved, where f is a vector-valued error function (matching
constraints) and x is the vector of the variables (matching
guesses).
EXAMPLES OF NFPT VARIATION IN OFF-DESIGN
STEADY STATE CONDITIONS
Three different types of off-design simulations are
examined below, simulating three helicopter steady state
conditions: hover, low speed forward flight and high speed
forward flight. Before studying the engine cycle it is necessary
to estimate the power required by the helicopter lifting system
in every above mentioned situation. This is done by
constructing a simple main rotor model and choosing real
helicopter data related to main rotor and tail rotor geometry.
The reference helicopter used for total power calculations is the
Sikorsky UH60A (see tab. 1).
Main rotor radius [m]
Tail rotor radius [m]
Main rotor blade chord [m]
Tail rotor blade chord [m]
Number of blades (main rotor)
Number of blades (tail rotor)
Equivalent flat plate area ratio (φ/A)
Mean blade section drag coefficient
Main rotor - tail rotor distance [m]
Main rotor nominal speed [rad/s]
Tail rotor - main rotor speed ratio
Helicopter weight [N]
Density altitude [m]

1
(50)
ρambV 3φ
2
Another term which describes the additional power
required to drive the tail rotor can be added to the model, so
that the total power required by the helicopter is:
(51)
Ptot = Pmr + Ptr
As evidenced by Garavello and Benini [3], since the total
power at a definite flight speed V is a function of the main rotor
angular velocity, it is possible to find an optimal value for Ω
which minimizes total helicopter power. The description of the
optimization method goes beyond the scope of this paper and
can be found in [3]. Only the results of such an analysis are
given here which will be used as the input data for our engine
off-design performance simulation.
In figs. 4-5 the optimal Ω and Ptot are compared with their
corresponding nominal values to assess the theoretical
improvement given by optimization. The curves are traced for a
steady state flight at an altitude of 500 m, and refer to a
helicopter weight of 71,168 N.
Once a forward speed V is chosen, the optimal main rotor
Ω and Ptot (calculated using the optimization algorithm
mentioned above) are fixed and can be used as an input for the
engine calculations; this is done to assess the engine
performance variation in case of Nfpt values different from the
nominal one. In fact, the main rotor speed and the FPT speed
are related together by the transmission speed ratio:
60
N fpt =
κ gear Ω
(52)
2π
Since the UH60 is equipped with two turboshaft engines,
the power requested from a single engine becomes:
P
(53)
Pload = tot
2η gear
Pp =

8.178
1.676
0.5273
0.2469
4
4
0.016
0.012
9.93
27
4.6
71168
500

where the gear transmission efficiency ηgear is chosen equal to
0.95 [2]. We now have all the information about the lifting
system required to set up an engine performance simulation.

Table 1. UH60A construction data and assumptions [3].
Helicopter required power
To determine the power required from the main rotor for a
particular forward speed V, the following equation is used [2]:
(47)
Pmr = Pi + P0 + Pp
where Pi is the rotor induced power, P0 is the blade profile
power, Pp is the helicopter fuselage parasite power. Each of
these terms can be expanded using basic helicopter theory and
empirical correlations:
(48)
Pi = κ1vi F
2
1
3
 V  
P0 = CD 0 ρ amb Ab ( ΩR ) 1 + κ 2 
 
8
 ΩR  


(49)

Figure 4. Comparison between the nominal and the optimal
main rotor speed, for a 500 m level flight and weight of
71168 N [3].
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since the values derived from the map will be extrapolated, the
accuracy of the results will decrease as the distance of the
operating point from the interpolation domain increases.
Turbine characteristic interpolation, instead, is performed
directly without the use of any additional parameter. However,
the same loss of accuracy occurs for points that are outside the
domain plotted in fig. 7.
Air mass flow [kg/s]
Inlet recovery factor
Compressor pressure ratio
Compressor isentropic efficiency
Compressor design speed [rpm]
Combustor relative pressure loss
Combustion efficiency
Fuel mass flow [kg/s]
Fuel upper heat of combustion [kJ/kg]
GGT isentropic efficiency
GGT mechanical transmission efficiency
FPT design speed [rpm]
FPT isentropic efficiency
FPT mechanical transmission efficiency
FPT Design Power Load [kW]
Nozzle isentropic efficiency

Figure 5. Comparison between the total power required at
nominal and optimal main rotor speed, for a 500 m level
flight and weight of 71168 N [3].
Engine Model specifications
To simulate the effects of performance variation due to Nfpt
changes, a real engine with fixed geometry and some design
point performance data must be chosen. The reference
turboshaft engine used to build the present model is the General
Electric T700 (see fig. 1), normally mounted on the UH60A
helicopter, for which extensive data can be found in the open
literature [17],[18]. However, not all information about this
engine was available and several data have been assumed in
order to build a plausible turboshaft engine suitable for our
study (see tab. 2). The design values for Nfpt and Pload are
obtained from engine data, while the inlet Mach number is
calculated using the relation between nominal helicopter power
Ptot and forward speed V (red curve in fig. 5). The ambient
conditions for the design point simulation are chosen to be the
same as those presented in figs. 3-4.
A design point simulation was performed and the results
are summarized in tab. 3. Such data are needed to fix the virtual
geometry of the engine and therefore rescale turbine and
compressor maps. Since map characteristics of the turboshaft
engine studied are not publically available, some generalized
maps in table form were used [19]. The scaling procedure
employed is based on a simple proportional criterion, i.e. every
single map parameter is divided by its design point value. More
accurate scaling procedures can be adopted, as pointed out by
Kurzke [20]; however, accurate scaling of the map is reasonable
when a map of a geometrically similar compressor is known.
This is not our case; since the accuracy gain from accurate
scaling procedures would be almost canceled by the inaccuracy
in the shape of the maps, the simple proportional criterion is
used.
Compressor characteristic interpolation is performed
employing auxiliary coordinates (usually named β lines, see
also [21]), which are particularly useful in helping the offdesign optimization algorithm to converge and visually define
the interpolation domain (the β lines are visible in fig. 6). The
off-design steady state solver is also able to calculate engine
conditions at operating points out of this domain; however,

4.6122
0.9880
17.500
0.8210
44700
0.04
0.9850
0.1004
43100
0.85
0.99
20900
0.85
0.99
1329.9
0.9

Table 2. Design data used to build the turboshaft engine
model.

Total Temperature [K]
Total pressure [Pa]
Total enthalpy [J/kg]
Specific entropy [J/(kgK)]
Specific heat [J/(kgK)]
Power Load [kW]
Engine efficiency
SFC [kg/kWh]
Fuel mass flow [kg/s]

Total Temperature [K]
Total pressure [Pa]
Total enthalpy [J/kg]
Specific entropy [J/(kgK)]
Specific heat [J/(kgK)]
Power Load [kW]
Engine efficiency
SFC [kg/kWh]
Fuel mass flow [kg/s]

Station 1
289.44
95891
1296
20.24
1004.18
1329.9
0.3072
0.2719
0.1004

Station 3
717.99
1657947
444530
140.32
1079.22

Station 4
1479.72
1591629
1339836
995.80
1260.02

Station 5
1125.08
371631
901666
1066.57
1206.94

Station 6
884.09
109636
616621
1124.92
1154.92

Station 7
884.09
108105
616621
1128.87
1150.02

Table 3. Results of the Design Point Simulation.
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CASE 1: HOVERING MANOEUVER
A first engine simulation was carried out to determine the
normal engine behavior at constant FPT rotational speed, i.e.
the design point speed (20,900 rpm). The power required by the
main rotor is calculated using the relation between nominal
helicopter power Ptot and forward speed V, and is found to be
1415 kW, corresponding to a FPT power load of 745 kW.
The resulting operating point in both the compressor and
turbine maps can be observed in figs. 6-7 using a circle on
compressor and FPT characteristics, while the overall efficiency
and SFC can be read in tab. 4.
From the relation between the optimal Ω and the forward
speed, it is known that the FPT speed which optimizes the
blades’ aerodynamic efficiency is 15557 rpm, which means a
speed reduction of about 25% with respect to the baseline rpm.
This leads to a helicopter total power requirement Ptot of 1320
kW, i.e. a FPT load of 660 kW, corresponding to 11% power
reduction (see curve for optimized power in fig. 5). To
understand which influence this change will have on
performance, a second engine simulation must be carried out
using the new Nfpt and Pload values. The resulting operating
point can be observed in figs. 6-7 as the left-oriented triangle on
compressor and FPT characteristics. In the compressor map, the
new operating point has still a good stall margin and is shifted
towards a lower compressor corrected speed, which suggests a
decrease in the fuel consumption. Performance results given by
the solver demonstrate that the decrease in Nfpt and Pload caused
a more than 9% increase in SFC (see tab. 4): this means that
changing the FPT rotational speed has lowered the engine
performance. However, the engine efficiency loss is
compensated by the increased main rotor aerodynamic
efficiency: in fact, as can be seen in tab. 4, the fuel flow rate
with respect to the nominal conditions is decreased by about
3%.
CASE 2: MINIMUM POWER FORWARD FLIGHT
The minimum power condition is reached at low speed
forward flight for V=35 m/s (see fig. 5). From figs. 4-5, the
power required by the main rotor in nominal conditions is 437
kW, while using optimal Ω is 333 kW, i.e. 33% and 25% of the
design power respectively. A first simulation is done to
determine the normal engine behavior at constant FPT
rotational speed, which means also constant Ω (27 rad/s). The
resulting operating point can be observed in figs. 6-7 as a
crossed circle on compressor and FPT characteristics, while the
overall efficiency and SFC can be read in tab. 5.
A second simulation is then carried out changing Ω from 27
to 21 rad/s (as suggested by fig. 4), equal to a modification of
the Nfpt value to 16254 rpm. The new operating point in figs. 67 is represented by a downward triangle on both compressor
and FPT characteristics. The Nfpt variation produces a shift of
the operating point towards a lower compressor rotational speed
as in the previous case, but in a more accentuated fashion so
that a higher decrease in the fuel consumption is expected. In
fact, from the observation of performance results in tab. 4, the

fuel mass flow undergoes a 16% decrease, but this is not
accompanied with an increase in the overall engine efficiency.
In fact, from the tab. 5 data, the optimal Ω condition simulation
still presents a worse SFC, 9% higher than the nominal
condition. This means that the FPT rotational speed change has
lowered the engine performance: as in the previous case, this
speed regime seems to be a good choice only for main rotor
efficiency, but not for turboshaft engine, which works best at the
constant FPT speed of 20900 rpm. In addition, great attention
must be paid to stall margin, which is strongly reduced.

Figure 6. Compressor characteristic with hovering
manoeuver, minimum power forward flight and high speed
forward flight operating points.

Figure 7. FPT characteristic with hovering manoeuver,
minimum power forward flight and high speed forward
flight operating points.
CASE 3: HIGH SPEED FORWARD FLIGHT
The power required by the main rotor in nominal
conditions is about 13% more than the design requested power
(1500 kW). A first simulation is done to determine the normal
engine behavior at the nominal FPT rotational speed. The
resulting operating point can be observed in figs. 6-7 as a dot on
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compressor and FPT characteristics, while the overall efficiency
and SFC can be read in tab. 6. Note that the operating point
falls out of the interpolating domain; this means that the
accuracy of the solver could be less than the previous
simulations. However, the distance from the interpolating
domain is low, and the results’ output can still be considered
reliable. Also, information from the compressor map can be
derived: this flight condition is particularly dangerous, since the
stall margin has almost vanished.
A second simulation is then carried out changing Ω from 27
to 25.6 rad/s, equal to a modification of the Nfpt value to 19814
rpm. The new operating point in figs. 6-7 is represented by a
upward triangle on both compressor and FPT characteristics. It
is of particular interest that this time the Nfpt variation produces
the shift of the operating point towards a higher compressor
rotational speed, so that we expect an increase in fuel
consumption. In fact, from the observation of performance
results in tab. 6, the fuel mass flow is 4.5% higher, meaning
that main rotor performance improvement is no longer able to
balance engine efficiency reduction. The reasons are to be
found in the pattern of the optimal and nominal curve in fig. 4-5
and also, as will be better clear later, in the fact that the engine
efficiency at high power loads has its optimum at Nfpt higher
than 20900 rpm.

From the three examples exposed above, the following
conclusion can be drawn: maximizing main rotor efficiency can
lead to significant reductions in fuel consumption, especially in
operating points far from the design condition (although this is
not true for every flight condition); on the other hand, the
maximization of the rotor efficiency always seems to have a
negative effect on overall engine efficiency and specific fuel
consumption. However, this is primarily due to the fact that the
optimized condition corresponds to a lower Pload: the farther the
operating condition from the design point, the worse the engine
efficiency. If we want to understand how the FPT changes affect
directly the engine efficiency, we need to compare conditions at
the same Pload, which is done in the next section.
It is intuitive that for the engine itself there will be an
optimal rotational regime for every steady state condition,
different from the design point one, and it is worth
understanding if the main rotor requirements are opposite from
the engine optimal requirements. This justifies an additional
study from the engine standpoint, to understand which Nfpt best
fits to a specific flight condition.

HOVERING MANOEUVER
MAIN ROTOR DATA
V [m/s]
0
0

Ω [rad/s]
27.0
20.1

Ptot [kW]
1415
1250

ENGINE DATA
Inlet Ma
0
0

Nfpt [rpm]
20900
15557

Pload [kW]
745
660

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS
ηtot
SFC [kg/kWh] mc [kg/s]
0.2986
0.0618
0.2797
0.3261
0.0598
0.2561

Table 4. Performance predicted for hovering manoeuver.
MINIMUM POWER, FORWARD FLIGHT
MAIN ROTOR DATA
V [m/s]
35
35

Ω [rad/s]
27.0
21.0

Ptot [kW]
874
630

ENGINE DATA
Inlet Ma
0.1035
0.1035

Nfpt [rpm]
20900
16254

Pload [kW]
437
333

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS
ηtot
SFC [kg/kWh] mc [kg/s]
0.3543
0.0430
0.2357
0.3896
0.0361
0.2144

Table 5. Performance predicted for minimum power forward flight.
HIGH SPEED FORWARD FLIGHT
MAIN ROTOR DATA
V [m/s]
100
100

Ω [rad/s]
27.0
25.6

Ptot [kW]
2852
2800

ENGINE DATA
Inlet Ma
0.2965
0.2965

Nfpt [rpm]
20900
19814

Pload [kW]
1500
1474

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS
ηtot
SFC [kg/kWh] mc [kg/s]
0.2742
0.1123
0.3047
0.2814
0.1173
0.2968

Table 6. Performance predicted for high speed forward flight.
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SFC MINIMIZATION BASED ON NFPT VARIATION
To find the optimal Nfpt variation for a certain fixed
external load, an optimization algorithm including all engine
component off-design calculations must be employed. Despite
the high number of nonlinear equations employed, this is a
univariate minimization problem, thus several simple
algorithms can be used. The algorithm determines in fact the
rotational speed of the FPT which minimizes the SFC, for each
assigned value of Pload. Using the resulting data of these
simulations it is possible to draw on the characteristics of the
various components a new engine running line, which can be
defined as engine-optimal.
The fluid at the inlet in the following simulations is
standard atmosphere air at sea level (0 m), with T=298,15 K
and Ma=0. These conditions correspond to helicopter hover;
however, for low Mach numbers forward flight, engine
performance is slightly affected by air Mach number at the inlet.
The same engine model defined in the previous examples was
used.
Performance results are exposed in table 7-8 for two engine
running lines: the first is a Constant design Nfpt Running Line
(CNRL), in which Nfpt is fixed at 20900 rpm; the second is the
Optimized Nfpt Running Line (ONRL), in which Nfpt is
determined using the minimization process.
In addition, performance gain achieved through
optimization is shown in fig. 8. The improvement is evident,
especially at low FPT pressure ratios (corresponding to low
power loads), where a reduction in SFC up to 12% can be
achieved. Note that in this simulation the percentage reduction
in fuel flow is the same as in SFC, since the comparison
between the two running lines is made at the same power Pload.
In figs. 9-11 the ONRL and the CNRL are compared on
compressor, GGT and FPT maps. Some observations can be
made for each of these component characteristics.

Nfpt [rpm]
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900
20900

Constant Nfpt Running Line
Pload [kW]
ηtot
SFC [kg/kWh]
1329.9
0.31
0.27323
1199.9
0.31
0.27239
1100.0
0.31
0.27359
1000.0
0.30
0.27633
900.0
0.29
0.28496
799.9
0.29
0.29536
700.0
0.27
0.30584
599.9
0.26
0.32016
500.0
0.24
0.34141
400.0
0.22
0.37585
300.0
0.19
0.43363
200.0
0.15
0.53930
100.0
0.10
0.81718
50.0
0.06
1.27184

Table 7. Performance parameters for Constant Nfpt
Running Line (CNRL) simulation.

Nfpt [rpm]
24819
24296
24035
23643
23513
21553
21161
20900
18679
18288
16198
14108
12148
13585

Optimized Nfpt Running Line
Pload [kW]
ηtot
SFC [kg/kWh]
1329.9
0.32
0.26491
1200.0
0.31
0.26592
1100.0
0.31
0.26760
1000.2
0.31
0.27308
900.0
0.29
0.28385
799.7
0.28
0.29472
700.0
0.27
0.30562
599.9
0.26
0.32016
500.0
0.25
0.33901
400.0
0.23
0.37020
300.0
0.20
0.41554
200.0
0.17
0.50201
100.0
0.12
0.72324
50.0
0.07
1.11504

Table 8. Performance parameters for Optimized Nfpt
Running Line (ONRL) simulation.

Figure 8. Relative SFC reduction vs. FPT power load
obtained through optimization.

Compressor map. In accordance with gas turbine theory the
ONRL lies almost in the same place of the CNRL. The
difference is found to be in the single equilibrium points’ shift
on the same line. This means that Nfpt variation very slightly
affects stall margin and moves the operating points along the
same curve searching for better performance. In the lower Ncorr
region of the map, compressor is predicted to surge for both the
running lines. The reason for this is given by the fact that these
particular compressor and GGT cannot be matched under a
certain rotational regime. This problem is usually solved in
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practice by employing variable inlet guide vanes or blow-off
valves, whose effects are not included in these simulations.

exclusively by improving the FPT isentropic efficiency. Given
the fact that Ncorr change is not significantly affecting mcorr,
there is not a big difference in the engine mass flow and
therefore neither a big shift from the original operating points
on the other components’ maps. In conclusion, the FPT running
line is mostly affected by the variation in Nfpt because the
minimization algorithm looks for areas in the map where the
FPT efficiency is maximized.

Figure 9. Comparison between Optimal Nfpt Running Line
(ONRL) and Constant Nfpt Running Line (CNRL) on
compressor characteristic.
GGT map. The observation made above is valid also for the
GGT running lines: the ONRL and CNRL lie in almost the same
place, and the operating points of the ONRL are moved along
the same curve.

Figure 10. Comparison between Optimal Nfpt Running Line
(ONRL) and Constant Nfpt Running Line (CNRL) on GGT
characteristic.
FTP map. The most relevant variation in the running line is
clearly observed in the FPT map. The ONRL no longer lies in
the same place as the CNRL because the optimization algorithm
searches for the best FPT isentropic efficiency. In fig. 9 it is
evident that the ONRL almost coincides with the FPT peak
efficiency line; in fact, in every region of the map (and
especially where the values of Ncorr and mcorr are nearly
independent) the reduction of engine SFC is achieved almost

Figure 11. Comparison between Optimal Nfpt Running Line
(ONRL) and Constant Nfpt Running Line (CNRL) on FPT
characteristic.
An overview of fig. 8 also suggests that, for these particular
component maps, the design point rpm Nfpt should be chosen
differently. In fact, to achieve maximum performance in design
conditions, it should be increased from 20900 rpm to 24819
rpm. It is expected that, as the power required Pload is reduced, a
concomitant reduction in Nfpt will produce an improvement in
the overall efficiency of the engine. This is actually what
happens in the low pressure ratio region. However, for higher
power levels requested, the algorithm moves the minimum SFC
points towards higher Nfpt, thus suggesting that there is a better
design point choice for the engine other than the initial one.
This in part explains why in the high speed forward flight
simulation the optimal Ω condition leads to an increase in the
fuel consumption; in fact, engine optimization and main rotor
optimization are opposing goals in this operating condition. A
better choice of the design point should decrease this conflict.
In this way the optimization algorithm implemented
provides even further information, i.e. it indicates which is the
maximum performance that can be reached by a particular
engine configuration. However, we do not know if this holds
true for the real engine: it is just a consequence of the utilization
of these component maps.
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OVERALL
HELICOPTER
PERFORMANCE
OPTIMIZATION
The final step of the present study consists in merging
together the turboshaft engine and main rotor models and
creating an overall helicopter performance optimization
algorithm. The algorithm’s scope is to adjust the main rotor
speed Ω to minimize the engine fuel mass flow, taking into
account the different requirements of the main rotor and the
turboshaft engine.

this way, the rotor blades are prevented from being too near to
stall or sonic conditions at the tip. The constraints used are the
upper and lower boundary lines delimiting the optimum range
visible in fig. 12; they are expressed in non-dimensional terms
and are valid for a generic helicopter design. It has to be
remarked that the same constraints used here have also been
employed for calculating the optimal Ω with respect to the main
rotor (in fig. 4 the optimal Ω is constrained using the
indications given in fig.12).

Figure 12. Optimum blade loading range, as a function
of the advance ratio for a typical helicopter [3,9].

Figure 13. Global optimization during different flight
conditions: main rotor speed is optimized for the
constrained and the unconstrained cases (altitude: 500m,
helicopter weight: 71168 N).
The main rotor model is very simple and neglects stall and
compressibility effects. Thereby, to perform a more realistic
simulation, two constraints are introduced in the optimization
process, which limit the possibility for the global optimization
algorithm to vary Ω only inside a narrow boundary range. In

Figure 14. Fuel flow in different flight conditions.

Figure 15. Fuel flow reduction with respect to the
constant RPM case in different flight conditions.
The results of the global optimization procedure can be
observed in Figures 13-17. In fig. 13 the effect of the
constraints employed in optimal Ω calculation are outlined by
comparison between global constrained and global
unconstrained optimizations. The optimum range visible in fig.
13, computed for the UH-60 case, is an expression of the same
non-dimensional constraints presented in fig. 12. It is clear that
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the optimum speed is strongly conditioned by the constraints:
the optimization algorithm, being free to seek for an
unconstrained minimum, leads to a lower theoretical value of
fuel consumption. Nevertheless, fig. 15 states that the
discrepancies in fuel flow reduction between constrained and
unconstrained optimization are not so high, being almost 4% at
the maximum. Since the constraints do not apply for any
specific helicopter, but are used just as a general indication, a
more accurate model of the main rotor is needed to verify how
real helicopter performance changes as soon as it gets near the
Ω limits.
The global constrained optimization leads to encouraging
results for the complete advancing speed V domain examined.
The best reduction in fuel consumption with respect to the
constant rpm line occurs at intermediate advancing speeds,
having its peak at 35 m/s. In this specific condition, the
reduction in the fuel consumption is equal to 16% of the
baseline fuel flow.
The most important consideration emerging from the
figures is that for an extended V range the results given by the
global constrained optimization and the main rotor optimization
are coincident. In fact, for V between 15 and 90 m/s, the lower
boundary line of the optimum range (as seen in fig. 13)
coincides with both the global optimized Ω and the main rotor
optimized Ω (compare optimal main rotor line in fig. 4 with
lower boundary line in fig. 13). This is no longer true near the
two opposite conditions of hover and high speed forward flight.
An important conclusion can therefore be drawn from the
above. For intermediate values of advancing speed, minimizing
main rotor power is equivalent to optimizing overall helicopter
performance: in this case, the principal obstacle to achieving a
larger reduction in fuel consumption is related to effects which
are not explicitly simulated (such as blade tridimensional flow
and compressibility effects) and are grossly taken into account
inside the main rotor model using the data derived from fig. 12.
For high advancing speeds and near zero V values, instead,
main rotor power minimization does not lead to the best overall
helicopter performance: a compromise must be made between
main rotor power minimization and turboshaft engine efficiency
maximization. In fact, in hover condition, the main rotor
optimized Ω achieves a fuel reduction of 3.2%, whereas the
global optimized Ω reaches a 4% reduction. At high speeds the
fuel reduction becomes insignificant because the optimized Ω
approaches the design value.
It is to be noted that, as can be seen in fig. 16, at high
speeds the output results lose accuracy because of the need to
extrapolate compressor map values. The loss of accuracy is
considered acceptable until 100 m/s, behind which the
reliability of the results output by the engine performance solver
is no longer assured.

Figure 16. Global optimization operating line on
compressor characteristic.

Figure 17. Global optimization operating line on free
power turbine characteristic.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
An Off Design steady state model of a turboshaft engine
has been implemented to study performance variations due to
FPT speed change. The most important fact emerging from
simulations is that varying Nfpt speed in the right manner can
lead to better engine performance. It is found that for a specific
steady state flight condition there are two optimal values for
Nfpt: one derived from helicopter total power minimization, and
the other as a result of engine SFC minimization. These two
goals do not fight against each other: even if the two optima are
different, they are found to be in the same direction, with the
sole exception of case 3, for the reasons explained above. In
fact, if we look at tabs. 4-5 and 7-8, it is clear that reducing Nfpt
produces a lower fuel consumption.
The final step of the present study consisted in merging two
models, the helicopter total power model described in [3] and
the engine optimization model presented in this paper. An
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overall helicopter performance optimization algorithm, able to
determine the optimal rotational regime of FTP-main rotor for a
generic helicopter has been built, presenting the results for the
UH-60 case. It is found that for an extended range of advancing
speeds main rotor speed optimization and global helicopter
optimization are coincident, thus confirming the fact that engine
and main rotor optimizations are not opposing goals. Since this
behavior is mainly determined by the imposed constraints, this
result has to be verified with future development of a more
realistic main rotor model.
The global optimization procedure here presented can be a
useful tool in the preliminary design phase of an entire
helicopter, because it is able to assess the worthiness of
different engine-rotor configurations. Future developments may
also include CFD simulations to improve the algorithm
accuracy.
It has also been demonstrated that changing the design Nfpt
for engine operation can significantly improve performance (up
to 16% less fuel consumption for the particular turboshaft
engine studied). The results obtained are derived from
numerical simulations, it is therefore important to validate them
with engine experimental data to verify if they are correct.
Another important conclusion from the above simulations
states that the most sensitive engine component to the speed and
load variation is the FPT: a quick look at fig. 11 clarifies that
the optimization algorithm performs substantially a research for
FPT efficiency maximization, without strongly affecting other
engine components. This is also in accordance with what is
exposed by D’Angelo [8], and justifies future efforts for new
FPT design with the objective to widen the optimal speed range
[3].
Finally, the hypothesis of steady state flow in normal
operational flight is acceptable for a few number of cases. For
this reason, another possible development of this work is to
build a reliable transient model of the turboshaft engine, in
which a new control system based on variable FTP speed will
be implemented. The fuel injection system, instead of having
the usual goal to maintain a constant FTP speed, for each flight
condition (specified by a power load requirement) will try to
reach its related optimal Nfpt. This simulation will help to
understand if it is worth to implement such a new control
system.
The authors are convinced that there is a considerable
margin for performance and efficiency increase in this specific
field of study, with the unique counterpart given by a necessary
increase in helicopter control system complexity.
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